Eustachian tube dysfunction (ETD) can be a significant problem for individuals who frequently deal with changing atmospheric pressures—such as military flight personnel. The eustachian tubes play a key role in equalizing middle ear pressures, and the lack of proper pressure equalization can cause various problems. While ear pain and pressure are the most common and benign of these problems, greater pressure differentials can have more serious consequences, such as tympanic membrane rupture, ossicular disruption, or perilymphatic fistula. The most significant of these complications may cause severe vertigo and permanent hearing loss.

ETD has a variety of possible etiologies, including allergic disorders. Such allergic disorders have increased in prevalence over the past two decades, becoming a significant problem for millions of people.1 While the widely accepted first-line treatment for allergic rhinitis is pharmacologic therapy, not all individuals achieve the desired result from such therapy. Moreover, potential adverse effects of some of the most effective pharmacotherapies for allergies preclude their use in certain populations, such as military pilots. And, for such individuals, successful resolution of allergic symptoms can mean the difference between being permitted to fly and being grounded permanently.

When medication fails to resolve allergic symptoms, allergy immunotherapy is an alternative option whose efficacy and safety is supported by placebo-controlled trials. In fact, unlike pharmacotherapy, immunotherapy has the potential to alter the course of allergic disease through its immunomodulatory effects, thus improving the patient’s quality of life and possibly decreasing the need for chronic medication use.

This article describes the case of a military flight student who experienced recurrent otic barotraumas resulting from allergic ETD. This case illustrates an alternative strategy that may succeed when available medications fail.

**Case in Point**
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For military pilots, pharmacologic options to treat allergic rhinitis—and associated conditions, such as eustachian tube dysfunction—are limited. This case illustrates an alternative strategy that may succeed when available medications fail.

**Initial Exam**

A 27-year-old, active duty, male, student naval aviator presented to his flight surgeon upon check-in for primary flight training. He reported a long history of perennial nasal stuffiness and rhinorrhea for which he had never sought treatment. He felt fine otherwise and did not have any fever, chills, sinus pain, cough, sore throat, dizziness, vertigo, or hearing loss.

Review of his medical records revealed bilateral ear pain during his initial hypobaric chamber flight earlier that month. At that time, he had been evaluated by a physician who documented a normal physical examination and normal tympanograms bilaterally.

Upon further questioning, the patient reported ear symptoms during commercial airline flights. Specifically, he experienced ear pain and difficulty clearing his ears with the Valsalva maneuver, the manual introduction of air into the middle ear spaces accomplished by exhaling against closed lips and a pinched nose. He had no significant past medical history and took no prescription or over-the-counter medications.

The flight surgeon counseled the patient at length on the proper Valsalva maneuver.

**Treatment Course**

The flight surgeon counseled the patient at length on the proper Valsalva maneuver.
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maneuver technique and prescribed oral loratadine and fluticasone nasal spray for presumed allergic rhinitis. A Waters view of his sinuses revealed no pathology. The patient was grounded per U.S. Naval Aerospace Medical Institute (NAMI) guidelines and instructed to follow up with the flight surgeon prior to his first flight.

On follow-up, he reported subjective improvement of his nasal congestion and rhinorrhea as well as his ability to clear his ears with the Valsalva maneuver. On examination, the flight surgeon observed tympanic membrane movement bilaterally during the Valsalva maneuver, although it was difficult to discern and more pronounced on the left side. Tympanometry demonstrated normal Type A curves in both ears. The patient was cleared for his first flight and instructed to follow up immediately if he developed symptoms while flying.

He returned two weeks later reporting bilateral ear pain during and after flights. His symptoms were particularly bad during descents, and his ear pain had continued for several hours following his last flight. Physical examination at this visit was normal and revealed no retraction, serous or hemorrhagic exudate, or rupture of either tympanic membrane. These findings were limited, however, by the fact that the patient had waited several days after his flight to return to the clinic. Once again, Valsalva maneuver was difficult to discern and movement was more pronounced on the left side. A computed tomography (CT) scan of the sinuses yielded normal results except for a mucous retention cyst dependently located in the left maxillary sinus, which was determined not to be a factor in the patient's ETD.

He was grounded and referred to an otolaryngologist. His workup included a CT of the skull and temporal bones, which revealed no abnormalities. The otolaryngologist recommended adding an antihistamine nasal spray and long-acting pseudoephedrine to his regimen. Unfortunately, because the adverse effect profiles of these two drugs preclude their use in naval aviation personnel, this treatment was not a viable option. As a last resort, the otolaryngologist recommended tympanostomy tubes to prevent further in-flight otic barotrauma. This option was considered but ultimately rejected due to its potential for complications.

Instead, the patient was referred to an allergist for allergy testing and optimal treatment of his presumed allergic ETD. Allergy testing with intradermal injections and scratch test confirmed an immunoglobulin (Ig) E–mediated hypersensitivity reaction to multiple allergens. The patient began an accelerated schedule of allergy immunotherapy shots, which he tolerated well without any adverse effects. After five weeks of treatment, he reached a maintenance dose and reported tremendous improvement in his subjective symptoms and with his Valsalva maneuver.

On repeat examination one week later, the patient was able to move air into his middle ear spaces using the Valsalva maneuver. Subsequently, he successfully completed a test flight to 10,000 ft in a U.S. Navy T-34C Turbo Mentor trainer aircraft without symptoms. NAMI granted a waiver to allow him to return to flying, and he went on to complete primary flight training without further incident.

ABOUT THE CONDITION

Otic barotraumas result when middle ear pressures are unable to equilibrate easily with ambient environmental pressures. Normally, the body achieves this pressure equalization through the eustachian tubes. As outside pressures change, actions such as yawning or swallowing cause the soft palate to tense and the eustachian tubes to open, permitting pressure equalization. If needed, a more forceful, manual introduction of air into the middle ear space may be accomplished through the Valsalva maneuver. This technique is taught to all military pilots early in their training.

Ear pain or pressure, with an inability to perform the Valsalva maneuver, is the most commonly reported consequence of poor pressure equalization. But more serious effects—such as mucosal capillary rupture, serous fluid exudate, and tympanic membrane rupture—also can occur. Temporary hearing impairment may result from poor compliance of a taut tympanic membrane. If the pressure differential is great enough, ossicular disruption and persistent hearing loss are possible, as well as rupture of the membranes separating the middle and inner ear. This rupture, known as a perilymphatic fistula, can result in both vertigo and sensorineural hearing loss. Tinnitus also may result from otic barotrauma—but typically resolves once the ear heals.

Common etiologies of ETD include eustachian tube obstruction from upper respiratory infection, acute otitis media, sinusitis, adenoid hypertrophy, space occupying lesions (such as tumors or polyps), and anatomic abnormalities. Mucosal edema associated with allergies also has emerged as an important contributing factor, with at least one study suggesting a direct link between allergies and in-flight otic barotrauma. The case presented here provides further evidence of this link.

The treatment challenge

The mainstay of treatment for allergic rhinitis consists of intranasal steroids and oral antihistamines. Other phar-
macologic options include intranasal antihistamines, oral decongestants, leukotriene inhibitors, anticholinergics, and mast cell stabilizers.

Treatment of naval flight status personnel, however, is limited by potential adverse effects that are incompatible with piloting an aircraft. In this case, the patient continued to have pain and difficulty clearing his ears in flight despite maximal use of intranasal steroids and oral, nonsedating antihistamines—the preferred first-line treatment for naval aviation personnel. Pressure equalizing tubes were considered, but the risks of infection and other complications associated with this long-term treatment made it undesirable.

**Role of allergy immunotherapy**

Another treatment option available for some forms of allergic disease is allergy immunotherapy. This therapy involves the subcutaneous administration of allergens in sequentially increasing doses until a maintenance dose is reached. The most common protocol recommends weekly or bi-weekly dosing for approximately six months, followed by a monthly maintenance dose for several years. In certain cases, however, accelerated schedules may be used to achieve quicker results.

Controlled trials have demonstrated the efficacy of immunotherapy in treating allergic rhinitis, allergic asthma, and stinging insect allergies. In these studies, immunotherapy consistently decreased allergy symptom scores to a greater degree than pharmacologic treatment, while also reducing the need for allergy medication. Additional research suggests that this therapy may retard the transition from allergic rhinitis to asthma and prevent the development of new allergies. In many patients, treatment benefits have continued indefinitely, even after injections are discontinued—although the endpoint of this benefit is unclear.

While there appear to be no studies that specifically address immunotherapy’s utility in treating allergic ETD, it was effective in the case of this patient and allowed him to successfully complete his flight training.

Despite the success of immunotherapy, its mechanism has not been fully elucidated. Studies thus far have linked the beneficial effects of immunotherapy to down-regulation of Th2 lymphocyte-mediated responses and up-regulation of Th1 lymphocyte-mediated responses. Ultimately, these processes lead to a decrease in mast cell, IgE, eosinophil, and basophil inflammatory responses in the setting of an allergen exposure.

While allergy immunotherapy is well tolerated by the vast majority of patients, it is associated with a risk of severe systemic reactions, including anaphylaxis. Local swelling and pruritus occur commonly at the injection site. More serious reactions, such as hypotension and respiratory symptoms, have been estimated to occur at a rate of one per one million injections. Death following immunotherapy injection occurs at a rate of approximately one per 2.5 million injections, with an average of 3.4 deaths per year.

Poor candidates for allergy immunotherapy include patients without evidence of IgE-mediated, type I, immediate hypersensitivity by positive skin testing or elevated allergen-specific serum IgE levels; those taking beta-blockers; and those who are less likely to survive systemic allergic reactions because of comorbid medical conditions. Examples of such conditions include chronic lung disease, coronary artery disease, and uncontrolled hypertension. Initiation of immunotherapy should be avoided in pregnant women—although continuation of therapy during pregnancy may be safe in certain cases.

Allergen immunotherapy is considerably more costly and time consuming than conventional allergy treatment because it requires allergy testing and must be administered regularly by a trained health care provider—sometimes, for many years. At least one study, however, has demonstrated that immunotherapy is more cost-effective than medication use alone for long-term treatment of allergic rhinitis and asthma.

**In summary**

This case demonstrates that allergies can contribute significantly to ETD, even resulting in otic barotrauma. As such, an allergic etiology should be investigated in any patient who presents with ETD, particularly with chronic symptoms. The case also illustrates the potential utility of allergy immunotherapy as a safe and effective alternative treatment for allergic ETD, especially when pharmacotherapy fails or is limited by unacceptable adverse effects. In this case, immunotherapy was used successfully to return a student naval aviator with persistent allergic ETD to flight training. While immunotherapy currently is too time consuming and expensive to replace pharmacotherapy as a first-line treatment, it appears to be an excellent alternative. Serious consideration should be given to the use of this therapy in appropriately selected patients.
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